Abstract
Introduction
As a high-performance carrier, the navigation system is essential for the ballistic missile, which is the fundamental equipment to achieve the missions and to attack the target precisely [1] . The Strap-down inertial navigation system (SINS) has been playing an important role among the navigation systems [2] [3] . The attitude, velocity and position of the carrier can be easily obtained by its output information. Meanwhile, SINS is good concealment for it does not receive outside signals or send any signals, it is a totally independent system which makes it becomes the best choice for guided weapons. However, because of the gyro drift and accelerometer bias, some accumulative errors may be caused if SINS runs alone. Therefore, in real situation, some other supporting facilities are required [4] [5] , such as GPS, horizon sensor, celestial navigation system(CNS), etc. GPS should have been the best choice for its high positioning precision. But, with the development of ECM (electromagnetic countermeasure), the application of GPS is greatly influenced, particularly for the guided weapons [6] . Single horizon sensor can only measure two axles attitude and suffer from low precision, which leads to unsatisfactory result when combining with SINS. CNS usually uses the star sensor as the measurement equipment, which is the best attitude measurement equipment so far and is most widely used in celestial navigation, can measure three axles attitude with precision even up to second level. Like SINS, CNS does not receive wireless signals or send any signals. Whereas, for guided weapons, CNS becomes the best choice with SINS to make up the integrated navigation system [7] .
Traditional SINS/CNS integrated navigation algorithm is introduced as follows: Only the SINS is used before the ballistic missile flies out of the atmosphere, while star sensor starts to work when the ballistic missile flies out of atmosphere. Then the attitude
The Definition of Reference Frames
There are many reference frames will be used in this paper, and the definition of them are shown as follows (1) The launch point coordinate frame (l_frame): It is the navigation frame in this paper, and its origin is the launch point, and its z-axis is vertical upward and normal to the reference ellipsoid; the y-axis is horizontal and lies in the nominal launch plane; the x-axis is horizontal and perpendicular to nominal launch plane, rightward. (2) The geocentric inertial coordinate frame (i_frame). Its origin is the center of the Earth and is non-rotating with respect to Earth. Its z-axis is normal to that plane and its direction is equal to the angular velocity vector of Earth, and its x-axis is in the equatorial plane and points to the vernal equinox, and; the y-axis completes a right-handed system. (3) The geographical coordinate frame (g_frame). Its origin is the center of gravity of the carrier, and its x-axis points east along the magnetic prime vertical, its yaxis points north along the meridian circle, and the z-axis completes a righthanded system. (4) The earth based coordinate frame (e_frame): Its origin is the center of the Earth and rotating with respect to Earth. Its x-axis points zero degree meridian, its zaxis points arctic point of the earth, and the y-axis completes a right-handed system. (5) The body frame (b_frame): The carrier we choose is ballistic missile in this paper, and its b_frame is defined as follows: its origin is the center of mass of the missile. Its x-axis points along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle; the z-axis is perpendicular to the longitudinal plane of symmetry; and the y-axis completes a right-handed system. Figure 1 shows the operating principle of traditional algorithm. Star sensor outputs attitude information of missile after star capturing and star identification steps. Then the attitude information calculated by star sensor and gyro are integrated, and the integrated information is served as measurement equation. Finally the Kalman Filter (KF) is used to estimate the gyro drift. And the estimated result is used to correct the gyro. The Fig.1 shows that the traditional algorithm can only accurately estimate gyro drift, and it has no use on the bias of accelerometer, which leads to the divergence of velocity and position errors. Figure 2 shows the principle of proposed algorithm. Traditional algorithm only employs attitude error as measurement equation while the proposed algorithm adds high angle error and azimuth angle error. Meanwhile, height error is added according to the output information from altimeter and SINS. All these three errors are the functions of position of missile, therefore if put them into system model we can get the estimations of the gyro drift and accelerometer bias by KF, and SINS can be corrected by the estimated value finally.
Operating Principle of System
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System Model
State Equation
Supposing that SINS is strapdown installed along the three axles of missile, employing the navigation coordinate frame as the l_frame, then the state equation is identical to the traditional algorithm:
where F is the time-varying state transition matrix, G is the time-varying model noise input matrix. 
is the error vector, denoting the random noises of gyro and accelerometer.
The detailed information of transition matrix F and the model noise input matrix G can be found in reference [11] .
Measurement Equation
Measurement of Attitude Error
Here we supposing that the attitude angle calculated by gyro is 
Where, I is the zero and identity matrices with their indicated dimensions, 1 v is the measurement noise of star sensor.
Acquisition of High Angle and Azimuth Angle
After star identification, the direction vector of star in star sensor frame s p can be obtained, then the direction vector of star in g_frame can be calculated as 
Measurement of Height Angle and Azimuth Angle
After the high angle and azimuth angle is obtained, the error of them is shown as follows:
According to the positioning principle of intercept method, the relationship between high angle H , azimuth angle A and position of missile are shown as follows [14] 
where,
 is the latitude of missile, s  is the declination of star, c t is the meridian angle whose definition is shown as follows:
 is the longitude of carrier, GHA is the Greenwich hour angle of star(the included angle between longitude of star and Greenwich meridian), which can be calculated by the declination of star and specific time after achieving star identification. The literature [15] 
where, H v and A v are the observation error of high angle and azimuth angle respectively, both of them are Gaussian White Noise. As height channel is unobservable, therefore, a height error equation is added.
where, m h is the height measured by pressure altimeter and c h is calculated by SINS, h v is the measurement error of altimeter. Combine (6) and (7) we get the measurement equation
where, (8) shows the relationship between the high angle error, azimuth angle error, height error and the missile's position in g_frame. However, the navigation coordinate frame of ballistic missile is l_frame, so the longitude, latitude and height of missile in the above formula should be converted to the coordinate of the l_frame.
The position vector of missile e p in e_frame can be shown as follows:
Supposing the included angle between e_frame and i_frame at initial moment is 0  , then after t time, the transition matrix between these two frame is 00 00 ( 
According to (10) , the position vector of missile in the i_frame is i ee  r C p . And the relationship between r and l r can be denoted as [11] :
Where,
is the position of missile in l_frame. 
Where  is the launching angle of missile,  and  are the longitude and latitude of launching point .
T c cx cy cz R R R    R is a constant vector, which is obtained by projecting prime vertical radius to the inertia coordinate system. Thus, the following formula can be obtained from (11) ii e e l l c
After processing the above formula, we have:
Namely
The position error is the differential equation of above equation:
The final equation is shown as follow: (19) Putting the above formula into equation (8), we have: (20) The above formula is the measurement equation when one star is used, when several stars are employed, letting measurement
, we have:
Combining formula (2) to formula (21), we get the total measure equation: 
Analysis on Observability:
From the system state equation (1) and measurement equation (22), we find the system model is a linear model and both state noise and measurement noise are Gaussian white noise. For this kind of system, the Kalman filter is the best choice to estimate the system states, which is an unbiased filtering algorithm used specially in linear system with Gaussian white noise. Kalman filter is a recursive estimation algorithm, it uses the minimum mean squared error theory and achieves minimum system state estimation covariance [16] [17] . However, the precision of Kalman filter is determined by the observability of system state [18] , thus, it is of great significance to analyze the system state observability.
The new model built in this paper is linear and time-variant. Under this circumstance, the piece-wise constant system (PWCS) provided by Goshen-Meskin and Bar-Itzhack is a good choice [19] [20] . According to PWCS observable analysis theorem, the number of observable states of system can be represented by striped observable matrix(SOM). Table 1 shows the observable analysis results from the random two time slices.
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC Table 1 shows that, if the number of used star is 0, system observable state is 6. Actually this is the traditional algorithm. When the number of used star is one or more, system SOM achieves full rank, it means that all the system states are observable. And a high precise estimation can be obtained by Kalman filter.
Simulations and Analysis
Simulation Conditions
The launching point of ballistic missile is: longitude 116.34°, latitude 39.98°. The launching angle is 90°. And the transition matrix between _frame and i_frame can be obtained by these three values. Time of missile's vertical rising is 10s, ending time of powered phase turn is 60s. Engine is shut off at 160s. Missile flies out of atmosphere at 80s and star sensor starts to work at this time. The Field of View (FOV) of star sensor 12°, its limiting magnitude is 6Mv, its measurement noise is 10". The constant drift and random noise of gyro is 1°/h and 0.5 °/h. The bias of accelerometer is 100ug, random noise is 50ug. The error of pressure altimeter is 50m, height angle error and azimuth angle error are both 10".
Simulation Results and Analysis
The trajectory of ballistic missile is shown in Figure 4 Figure 6 shows that the navigation precision of proposed algorithm is much higher than that of traditional one when only one star is used to construct the measurement equation. Figure 6 (d) shows that the proposed algorithm can estimate constant bias of accelerometer, resulting in convergence of navigation error. However, convergence velocity of proposed algorithm is slow, namely, convergence velocity of estimated accelerometer bias is slow, caused by two respects: a) big measurement errors of height angle and azimuth angle. b) The calculated results of SINS is used when construct the measurement equation, which include the measurement error of SINS, leading a loss of estimated results and precision. Latter experiments proved that the convergence velocity will be improved if the number of used star increases. Table 2 shows the results after the navigation error is convergent. The above table shows that the navigation error reduces gradually with the number of used star increases when constructing measurement Z 2. As the measurement equation will become complicated and lead to extra burden to the computer if more stars are used. Therefore, consider the navigation precision and complexity of measurement equation, two or three stars achieve the best performance from according to the above statistical results.
Conclusions
Traditional navigation algorithm of ballistic missile suffers from the divergence of position and velocity, thus, a new algorithm is proposed in this paper. The new algorithm added the height angle error, azimuth angle error and height error in the measurement equation on the basis of traditional method. And a system model that suits for the ballistic missile is deduced. Finally, observable analysis and simulation experiment prove that the navigation precision of proposed algorithm is much higher than that of traditional algorithm, system state of proposed algorithm is
